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waterhouse
Environmental education for the young since 2003:
The waterhouse is a project of the Hohe Tauern National Park Tyrol. Children and 
grown-ups are encouraged to discover and to make experiences with water.
We off er one to fi ve day programmes. The courses consist of interdisciplinary lessons 
and experimental learning about water, the weather and our climate.
We create awareness for vital functions of water, its preservation and sustainable use.
The seminar house has four workrooms and a library.
A virtual globe in the cinema room shows the development concerning water and
climate on our planet. Flowing fresh water near our fi eld microscope station ensures  
the opportunity to closely explore animals and plants.

Take a closer look at our work:
The waterhouse has been built as a home location for the mobile waterschool and 
is a project of the Hohe Tauern National Park Tyrol. Children throughout Europe can 
discover many aspects of water.
Learning about water, climate and sustainability takes place in exploring nature as well 
as in social interacting. At the same time children and grown-ups are encouraged to 
discover the miracles of water individually and independently.
By creating awareness for the vital functions of water, today’s problems, its
preservation and sustainable use, the courses will sensitize for the topic water. Our 
waterschool teachers provide material which illustrates the importance of water and the 
need of a sustainable lifestyle on a regional, national and global level.

We are well equipped:
The waterhouse includes a conference room, a laboratory for chemistry and physics, ten 
computer working stations, microscopes and a library. One major attraction in the
waterhouse is the Vision Globe, a virtual globe which shows examples of past,
present and future development concerning water and climate on our planet.
In our garden, there are two ponds an a small stream. Our participants can research 
small animals in the covered fi eld microscope station right after the catch. We off er
“water projects” with a one to fi ve day program for school groups, students and
teachers. Our National Park Rangers guide groups of up to 15 people and teach
according to the waterschool concept.

„If you didn‘t get wet in the waterhouse, you missed something!“


